
Literally Titanium Company Bio 
 
Literally Titanium’s production team first worked together as creators and performers of 
the sketch comedy revue Generally Hospital (David Seguin Memorial Award for 
Accessibility in the Arts, Patron's Pick, NOW's Critic's Pick, Canadian Comedy Award 
Nominee), a show which explored underrepresented perspectives and experiences 
within a hospital setting. Brought together by a priority of sharing marginalized 
narratives, and creating spaces and processes where artists and audiences can feel 
safe, respected, and free to create and enjoy, they joined forces again to present 
Literally Titanium. Bringing expertise from comedy and improvisation, to science fiction, 
opera, accessibility, inclusion consulting and more, the team is working to #CripThe 
Script: To challenge, reframe and reclaim language, systems, stories & stages to center 
‘Crip’, or Disability, identity and experience. 
 
 
Bios: 
 
Ophira Calof (creator/performer): 
Ophira Calof is a multi award winning Disabled writer, performer, and producer. Her 
work weaves together music, comedy, and storytelling, centring disability and chronic 
illness experience. She co-created the sketch comedy revue Generally Hospital and 
curates and hosts the Reelabilities Film Festival Comedy Programming. 
 
Alia Rasul (producer) 
Alia Rasul is an award-winning Filipina writer and performer. She is a member of the 
Tita Collective and is honoured to be a part of the Literally Titanium production team. 
 
Sabrina Friedman (producer) 
Sabrina Friedman is a comedian, singer, musician & voice actor 
(www.voices.com/actors/SabrinaFriedman). Sabrina's production experience comes 
from her work as a community theatre director & producer, choir director, community 
youth programs director & school music teacher. Sabrina trained in sketch & improv, is 
a founding member of the retired sketch/improv duo Only One of Us is Jewish and is 
totally jazzed to be part of the Literally Titanium production team! 
 
Sanja Vodovnik (director) 
Sanja worked and trained in Slovenia (ZIZ), Ireland (The Blue Teapot Theatre 
Company), Iceland (The Freezer) and Toronto. She is a PhD candidate at the University 
of Toronto. Her interest lies in examining various outlets of staging and performing 

http://www.voices.com/actors/SabrinaFriedman


science fiction, focusing on its cultural history, dramaturgy, ethics, and the performance 
of SF fan communities. 
 
Jessica Watkin (dramaturg) 
Jessica a PhD Candidate at the University of Toronto with research focusing on 
Disabled artists in Canada and how training institutions, support systems, and process 
is innovative in nature. She is a Blind woman, and multi-disciplinary artist who works 
with movement, various craft materials, and performance to tell stories of disability. 
 
Connor Low (stage manager) 
Connor is a faculty member, performer and the Technical Director at Bad Dog Theatre, 
before then he taught improv all across Eastern Canada. He was also in the Canadian 
Comedy Award nominated show Entrances and Exits and stage managed and was the 
technical improvisor for the Dora award winning show The Wonder Pageant. 


